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CHIEF JUDGE'S STANDARD REPORT

Competition:

1st FAI European Indoor Skydiving Championships

Event

Formation Skydiving

Location:

Voss, Norway

Date:

12th -14th April 2018

Panel of Judges:

EJ FS4 Open, Female and Junior: Pia Berggren
EJ VFS: Karla Cole
Panel of Judges: Gisela Heitzinger, Linda Makela (N), Natasha Higman
(N), Tamara Vorst, Bernard Nicolas (N), Dirk Venter, Marc Frielingsdorf
(N) and Zeljko Tanaskovic

Scoring Equipment Used:
Details of the Judges Work:

{including judging statistics)

InTime System
Panel judged 188 FS jumps and 50 VFS jumps.
The panel of judge worked well together and the spirit was good in the
panel of judges. We had fun together, but when judging started all was
focus for the judging.
The scoring system worked very well and we get help from one of the judges.

Recommendations for
Organisers:

The organizer worked very well and was helpful also before and after the
competition. Special thanks to the Chief judge assistant and also all
people of organization!
During the first competition day was too many bad videos for judging.
That's why teams get rejumps. Organization fix the problem and end of
competition all videos was fine.
Also main computer in both judge panel was too slow and the organizer
changed these quickly. Video image didn't be good, but during the
competition can't do anything.
Scoring systems should be ready earlier and all license etc. should be
clearly. Also highly skilled IT staff will be present, before the judge
seminar. All things must be clear before the competition. Now it was
good that in the judge panel was Dirk and he can help organization and
judges with the scoring system.
Transport from hotel to the tunnel and back was fine organized. Although
many judge walked, but it was judges own decision. It was good that
distance between hotel and the tunnel was so short.
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Rule Changes - Proposals:

Personal Remarks:

I.Rules should be created for the exploitation of the net. Now, especially
in VFS, half of the team can stand on the net specially during the first
formation and will not move before the first formation is ready and they
continue to inter/ total separation.
2. Camera quality should be better and its good, if in the rules would be
something about that.
3. GS S5 4.6.1(2) Reducing the number of judges should be clearer. Now,
three judges had to be reduced first. Shortly time after, none judges need
to be reduced ... and finally one of judge must reduce. All this happened
2,5 months after the judge panel was selected. Its uncomfortable for the
judges, who is under reduce.

I want to thank everyone, who gave me this opportunity, to be selected as
the chief judge. It's a big honor to me!
Also work together with all PAI/ IPC officials, member of the Jury, all
organization people and specially with panel of judges was pleasure for
me. I love this!
I want also thanks all competitors, who compete in this competition (and
also in other competitions). For them I want to do this from year to year.

In accordance with the Sporting Code Section 5, 6.9.1. (11) this form is to be completed and sent to the Chair
of the Judges' Committee and the IPC Recording Secretary within 30 days of the competition's completion.

Name:

Pekka Salmela CF for FS and VFS

Signature:

Date:

3.5.2018
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